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Italy has been practising a White Certificates scheme for four years and this workshop is aimed at
putting together representative people among the Italian involved actors (AEEG - the Regulatory
Authority for Electricity and Gas, who set up the rules and the guidelines for the scheme, CESI
RICERCA - one of the main contributors for the EE evaluation procedures for the eligible projects,
GME - the electricity Market Operator, ENEA - the National Energy Agency entrusted of
Monitoring and Verification of many of the energy efficiency projects).

All these actors will update the audience with proper details about the gained experiences, the
attained results, the faced inconveniences in the technical, legislative and market sectors and the
actions taken to overcome them.
The second part will allow non-Italian countries to give up-to-date information about their schemes,
which sometimes show many features similar to the Italian one. A discussion session will then take
place to conclude the workshop, allowing all the present international audience to point out their
specific experiences and to debate the presented information.
This workshop should be considered as a very special opportunity to be informed from the voice of
the directly involved parts, not only of the principles of the Italian scheme (maybe they begin being
known quite well), but also of the implementation activities and the actual operational problems
handled and solved.
For information on location of CESI Ricerca and hotel agreements, see:
http://www.cesiricerca.it/english/how_to_reach_us.asp

